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ABSTRACT: We have probed the electrostatic environment of the active site of the Tetrahymena group I
ribozyme (E) using protonated 2′-aminoguanosine (GNH3+), in which the 2′-OH of the guanosine
nucleophile (G) is replaced by an -NH3

+ group. At low concentrations of divalent metal ion (2 mM
Mg2+), GNH3+ binds at least 200-fold stronger than G or GNH2, with a dissociation constant of e1 µM from
the ribozyme‚oligonucleotide substrate‚GNH3+ complex (E‚S‚GNH3+). This strong binding suggests that the
-NH3

+ group interacts with negatively charged phosphoryl groups within the active site. Increasing the
concentration of divalent metal ion weakens the binding of GNH3+ to E‚S more than 10

2-fold. The Mn2+
concentration dependence suggests that MC, the metal ion that interacts with the 2′-moiety of G in the
normal reaction, is responsible for this effect. MC and GNH3+ compete for binding to the active site; this
competition could arise from electrostatic repulsion between the positively charged -NH3

+ and MC and,
possibly, from their competition for interaction with active site phosphoryl groups. The reactive phosphoryl
group of S increases the competition between MC and GNH3+, consistent with a network of interactions
involving MC that help position the reactive phosphoryl group and the guanosine nucleophile with respect
to one another. The chemical step with bound GNH3+ is at least 10

4-fold slower than with G or GNH2. These
results provide additional support for an integral role of MC in catalysis by the Tetrahymena ribozyme,
and demonstrate the utility of the -NH3

+ moiety as an electrostatic probe within a structured RNA.

An RNA enzyme can utilize a variety of functional groups
that differ in charge and polarity for building its active site
and interacting with its substrates. The backbone of RNA is
composed of negatively charged phosphoryl groups; this
results in repulsive interactions, but also creates numerous
potential binding sites for metal ions and other positively
charged groups (e.g., 2-15 and references cited therein). The
2′-hydroxyl groups and functional groups on the bases of
RNA also provide hydrogen bond donors and acceptors that
can interact with each other, with metal ions, and with polar
groups on bound ligands (e.g., 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11-14, 16-21,
and references cited therein). The ring moieties of the bases
are nonpolar, creating the potential for hydrophobic interac-
tions with each other and with bound ligands (e.g., 19, 21,
and references cited therein).
The energetic effects of electrostatic interactions between

functional groups within an RNA also depend on the ability
of the RNA to position these groups and to limit active site
rearrangements. The Tetrahymena group I ribozyme makes
extensive interactions with its substrates, which has been

suggested to allow precise positioning of substrates and
catalytic groups within this RNA active site (22-25 and
references cited therein). The interactions within the ri-
bozyme core presumably form an interconnected network
to achieve precise positioning. Such a network could also
limit rearrangements within the active site, increasing the
consequences of electrostatic interactions (e.g., 26-29 and
references cited therein).
In this work, we have substituted a protonated amine for

the 2′-hydroxyl of the guanosine substrate (GNH3+) to probethe electrostatic environment within the active site of the
Tetrahymena ribozyme (E).1 This ribozyme catalyzes the
transesterification reaction shown in eq 1, in which an
exogenous guanosine nucleophile (G) cleaves a specific
phosphodiester bond of the oligonucleotide substrate (S) to
generate a shorter oligonucleotide product (P; 30-32).
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1 Abbreviations: E is the L-21 ScaI ribozyme; S refers to the
oligonucleotide substrate with the sequence CCCUCUA5, without
specification of the sugar identity; P refers to the oligonucleotide
product, CCCUCU, without specification of the sugar identity. The
individual oligonucleotides used in this study are defined in Chart 1.
P1 is the duplex formed between the oligonucleotide substrate or
product and the internal guide sequence (IGS) of the ribozyme, which
has the sequence GGAGGG. (E‚S)o and (E‚S)c refer to the open and
closed ribozyme‚substrate complexes, respectively, as defined in Figure
7. G is guanosine; GN refers to 2′-aminoguanosine, without specification
of the protonation state of the amino group; GNH3+ and GNH2 areprotonated and deprotonated 2′-aminoguanosine, respectively; and GX
refers to G or GN. M refers to Mg2+ or Mn2+, and MC refers to the
Mg2+ or Mn2+ ion bound at metal site C.
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Replacement of the 2′-OH of G with 2′-H decreases the rate
of the chemical step more than 106-fold (33, 34, and
unpublished results). A metal ion interaction with this 2′-
OH group has been identified and characterized [Figure 1,
MC (1, 35)]. MC may facilitate the reaction by helping to
deprotonate and activate the 3′-OH of G for nucleophilic
attack and by aligning the guanosine nucleophile within the
active site (1).
Results with the positively charged GNH3+ suggest thepresence of both negatively charged phosphoryl groups and

a metal ion near the 2′-moiety of G, and provide additional
evidence for a network of active site interactions that involves
MC, the 2′-moiety of G, and the reactive phosphoryl group.
The results herein were also necessary to establish conditions
that allow investigation of the metal ion interaction with
deprotonated 2′-aminoguanosine (GNH2) in the preceding
paper (1).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Ribozyme was prepared by in vitro transcription
with T7 RNA polymerase as described previously (36).
Oligonucleotides were made by solid phase synthesis and
were supplied by the Protein and Nucleic Acid Facility at
Stanford University or were gifts from Dr. L. Beigelman
(Ribozyme Pharmaceuticals Inc.). Oligonucleotide substrates
were 5′-end-labeled using [!-32P]ATP and T4 polynucleotide
kinase and purified by electrophoresis on 24% nondenaturing
polyacrylamide gels, as described previously (37). 2′-
Aminoguanosine was a gift from Dr. F. Eckstein.
General Kinetic Methods. All reactions were single-

turnover, with ribozyme in excess of labeled oligonucleotide

substrate (S*), and were carried out at 30 °C in 50 mM
buffer. The buffers used were the following: sodium acetate,
pH 4.4-5.6; NaMES, pH 5.4-7.0; NaMOPS, pH 6.4-7.1;
NaHEPES, 6.8-7.5; NaEPPS, pH 7.5-8.5; NaCHES, pH
8.3-9.0. Ribozymes were preincubated in 10 mM MgCl2
and 50 mM buffer at 50 °C for 30 min (30, 38), cooled to
30 °C, and adjusted to the desired metal ion concentrations
prior to initiation of the reaction by addition of S* (<0.1
nM). For reactions carried out above pH 8.0, the preincu-
bation was carried out at pH 7.5 to avoid degradation and
diluted 10-fold into the appropriate buffer at 30 °C (39).
Reactions were followed and analyzed as described previ-
ously (30, 31, 38; see also 1).
Reactions were followed for g3t1/2 except for very slow

reactions. Good first-order fits to the data, with end points
of g90%, were obtained (KaleidaGraph, Synergy Software,
Reading, PA). The slow reactions were typically linear for
up to 20 h, and end points of 95% were assumed to obtain
observed rate constants from the initial rates.
Determination of the Rate Constant for the Chemical

Step: E‚S‚GXf Products (kc
GX). Rate constants for reaction

from the E‚S‚GX complex (GX ) G or GN) were determined
with the oligonucleotide substrate rSA5 or -1d,rSA5 (Chart
1). Values of kc

GX were determined with ribozyme saturating
with respect S ([E] ) 50-200 nM; Kd

S e 0.1 nM) and with
saturating GX (2 mM; Kd

GX e 500 µM under the conditions
investigated; Figures 2, 4, and 5 below). To ensure that the
chemical step was rate-determining, the oligonucleotide
substrate -1d,rSA5 was used at pH 5.2-8.5 (38, 40). There
is a change in the rate-limiting step for the reaction of rSA5
above pH 6 (40 and unpublished results). Replacing the 2′-
OH of U(-1) (Chart 1) with 2′-H slows the chemical step
!103-fold but has no effect on other reaction steps (37, 41).
Below pH 5.2, however, the reaction rate of -1d,rSA5 is too
slow to be accurately determined. To span a wider pH range,
the all-RNA substrate rSA5 was used from pH 4.4 to 5.6. At
intermediate pH, reaction rates were determined with both
substrates in side-by-side experiments (see Figure 3 below).
These experiments showed that the chemical step for rSA5
is !700-fold faster than that for -1d,rSA5. The observed rate
constant with -1d,rSA5 was therefore multiplied by 700 to
allow use of the data from both substrates in the pH-rate
profile of Figure 3. The following strongly suggest that the
chemical step is rate-determining for both substrates over
the investigated pH range: (i) the reaction rate has a log-
linear dependence on pH; (ii) thio substitution of the pro-RP
oxygen of the reactive phosphoryl group slows the observed
rate of reaction 2-4-fold (data not shown), consistent with
the effects observed in model studies of reactions of
phosphate diesters and with previous investigations of the
Tetrahymena ribozyme (40, 42).

CCCUCUpA5
(S)

+ GOHf CCCUCUOH
(P)

+ GpA5 (1)

FIGURE 1: Model of transition state interactions within the
Tetrahymena ribozyme active site. The dashed lines (- - -) depict
the partial bond from the reactive phosphorus to the 3′-OH of G
and the 3′-oxygen of the U(-1) residue of S. The 2′-OH of U(-1)
helps stabilize the neighboring incipient 3′-oxyanion in the transition
state (37 and Yoshida et al., in preparation), and the 2′-hydroxyl
group of A207, which bridges the exocyclic amino group of G and
the 2′-OH of U, may help orient this 2′-OH (53, 58-60). There
are three distinct metal ions at the ribozyme active site (Shan et
al., submitted). MA interacts with the 3′-anion of S (61). MB interacts
with the 3′-moiety of G (62). A third metal ion, MC, interacts with
the 2′-moiety of G (1, 35).

Chart 1a

a r ) 2′-OH; d ) 2′-H; m ) 2′-OCH3.
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Determination of the Equilibrium Dissociation Constants
of G and GN. Equilibrium constants for binding of G to the
(E‚S)c complex (see Figure 7 below) were determined with
rSA5 or -1d,rSA5 with ribozyme saturating with respect to S
([E] ) 50-200 nM; Kd

S e 0.5 nM). As described in the
preceding section, the all-RNA substrate rSA5 was used
below pH 5.6, and -1d,rSA5 was used from pH 5.2 to 8.5.
Within the range of pH used for each oligonucleotide
substrate, the chemical step is rate-determining with both
saturating and subsaturating G, as described previously (38,
40) and in the preceding section. Thus, the dissociation
constant of G from E‚S‚G, Kd

G (Scheme 2), is equal to K1/2
G ,

the concentration of G that provides half the maximal rate
(kmax) in the dependence of the observed rate of reaction
(kobsd) on G concentration (eq 2; see 38 for detailed
discussions).

Equilibrium constants for binding of 2′-aminoguanosine
(GN) to the (E‚S)c complex at pH 5.6-8.5 were determined
analogously from the GN concentration dependence of the
observed rate of reaction with -1d,rSA5 (eq 2). Below pH
5.6, however, the rate of the reaction with subsaturating GN
is too slow to be accurately measured. GN was therefore used
instead as a competitive inhibitor of the reaction of G (eq
3a). Under these conditions, GN binds to E‚S* to form a
ternary complex that reacts with a negligible rate (Figure 3
under Results), but prevents the binding and reaction of G.
With subsaturating G (5-10 µM), the inhibition constant is
equal to the dissociation constant of GN from E‚S‚GN (Ki )
Kd
GN). Values of Ki were determined from the dependence of
the observed rate constant (kobsd) on GN concentration using
eq 3b, derived from the reaction scheme in eq 3a. At
intermediate pH, both methods were used, and the values of
Kd
GN obtained were the same, within experimental error.

Equilibrium constants for binding of GN to the (E‚S)o
complex at low pH (5.0) were determined with the oligo-
nucleotide substrate -3m,rSA5 (Chart 1), which binds E to
form a stable open complex (see Figure 7 below). Inhibition
methods analogous to those described above were used (eq
3a,b).
Equilibrium constants for binding of GX to the ribozyme‚

oligonucleotide product complex (E‚P) were determined
using G or GN as a competitive inhibitor of the reverse
reaction (eq 4a), as GX can bind to E‚P and prevent binding
and reaction of 5′-labeled GA (*GA). The inhibition constant,
Ki, is equal to the dissociation constant of GX from E‚P‚GX
under conditions such that E‚P is subsaturating with respect

to trace amounts of *GA [<0.1 nM *GA; 0.2-1 µM E‚P;
Kd
GA " 300 µM (43 and R. Russell and D.H., unpublished
results)]. The value of Ki was obtained from the dependence
of the observed rate constant of the reverse reaction (kobsd)
on GX concentration using eq 4b, derived from eq 4a.

Determination of the pKa of 2′-Aminoguanosine in Solution
and in the E‚S‚GN Complex. The different reactivities of
GNH3+ and GNH2 in the reaction: E‚S‚GXf products provide
a signal for deprotonation of the -NH3

+ group in the E‚S‚GN
complex (Figure 3 below). Values of pKa,app

E‚S‚GN, the negative
logarithm of the observed equilibrium constant for depro-
tonation of GNH3+ in E‚S‚GN, were obtained from the pH
dependence of the rate of the chemical step with GN relative
to G, kc,rel. The data were fit to eq 5, which was derived
from Scheme 1 under Results. kc,rel

obsd is the observed rate of
reaction of GN relative to G at each pH, and kc,rel

GNH3+ and kc,rel
GNH2

are the pH-independent rate constants for reaction of GN in
the protonated and deprotonated state, respectively, relative
to G. As described under Results, these are apparent pKa
values because protonation of the 2′-amino group is coupled
to dissociation of a metal ion from site C.

The pH dependence of the observed binding constant of
GN for E‚S, Kb

GN, allowed determination of the equilibrium
constant for deprotonation of the -NH3

+ group of free GN,
Ka
GN (44). As varying the pH does not significantly alter the
binding of G, it was unnecessary to correct the effects of
pH common to G and GN (see Figure 4 and Results). The
data were fit to eq 6, which was derived from Scheme 3
under Results; Kb,obsd

GN is the observed binding constant of
GN at a particular pH, and Kb

GNH2 and Kb
GNH3+ are the binding

constants of GNH2 and GNH3+, respectively.

Determination of the Dissociation Constants of Mg2+ and
Mn2+. Mg2+ and Mn2+ (M2+) weaken the binding of GN to
E‚S at low pH, providing a signal for binding of these metal
ions to the E‚S and E‚S‚GN complexes. The affinity of GN
follows metal ion concentration dependences for an effect
from a single Mg2+ or Mn2+ (Figure 4B,C below). The
following suggest that the metal ions studied herein achieve
equilibrium binding prior to the chemical step so that the

kobsd ) kmax #
[GX]

[GX] + K1/2
GX

(2)

kc,rel
obsd )

kc,rel
GNH2 #

Ka,app
E‚S‚GN

Ka,app
E‚S‚GN + [H+]

+ kc,rel
GNH3+ #

[H+]
Ka,app
E‚S‚GN + [H+]

(5)

Kb,obsd
GN )

Kb
GNH2 #

Ka
GN

Ka
GN + [H+]

+ Kb
GNH3+ #

[H+]
Ka
GN + [H+]

(6)
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concentration of Mg2+ or Mn2+ required to obtain half of
the observed change, K1/2

M , equals the dissociation constant
of the metal ion from the ribozyme‚substrate complexes (see
also ref 1): (i) the reaction rate is not affected by the time
of preincubation with metal ions prior to initiation of the
reaction, nor by the order of addition or dilution of metal
ions and other reaction components; (ii) reactions follow
good first-order kinetics without observation of any burst or
lag phase; (iii) the K1/2

M value for E‚S is the same at pH 4.4
and 5.0, despite the !10-fold difference in reaction rate.
The apparent dissociation constant of Mn2+ from the E‚S

binary complex, KE‚S
Mn,app, was obtained from the Mn2+

concentration dependence of the equilibrium binding constant
of GN at low pH.2 The data were fit to eq 7, which was
derived from Scheme 5 under Results; Kb,obsd

GN is the ob-
served binding constant of GN at a particular Mn2+ concen-
tration, and Kb,app

GNH3+ and Kb,Mn
GN are the binding constants of GN

with zero and saturating Mn2+, respectively.

The dependence of the dissociation constant of GN
(Kd

GN) on the concentration of Mg2+ or Mn2+ at low pH
allowed determination of the dissociation constant of Mg2+
or Mn2+ from the E‚S‚GN ternary complex, KE‚S‚GN

M .2 The
data were fit to eq 8, also derived from Scheme 5, in which
Kd,obsd
GN is the observed dissociation constant of GN at a
particular concentration of the metal ion being varied (Mg2+
or Mn2+), Kd

GN is the dissociation constant of GN with the
metal site unoccupied, and Kd,M

GN is the observed dissociation
constant of GN with the varied metal ion saturating.

RESULTS

We first present evidence that GNH3+ is catalytically
inactive. The next section describes results that suggest that
GNH3+ binds stronger than G and GNH2. The ability of Mg

2+

and Mn2+ to weaken the binding of GNH3+ to the E‚S
complex is then described, along with evidence that the metal
ion at site C is responsible (Figure 1, MC). The thermody-
namic framework of Figure 2 summarizes the effect of MC
on the binding of GNH3+ to E‚S described in this section and

its effect on the binding of neutral GNH2 (1). This framework
also summarizes the equilibrium constants for deprotonation
of the -NH3

+ group in solution and in the E‚S‚GN complex;
these constants were necessary to determine reaction condi-
tions for investigation of the binding and reactivity of GNH3+herein and of GNH2 in the preceding paper. The last section
of the Results explores the effect of the oligonucleotide
substrate on the repulsive interactions between GNH3+ andMC.
GNH3

+ Is at Least 104-Fold Less ReactiVe than G in the
Chemical Step. The 2′-NH3

+ group of GNH3+ has no lone pair
electrons and therefore cannot interact with a metal ion. We
first asked how this modification affects the reactivity of the
guanosine nucleophile. The rate constant of the reaction E‚
S‚GN f products (kc

GN) was measured from pH 4.4 to 8.5
with saturating GN (Figure 3A, closed symbols). The
chemical step for GN has a steep dependence on pH, with a
slope of 2 below pH 7.5, and becomes less steep at higher
pH. To isolate the effects of pH that arise from protonation
of GN, the pH dependence of the rate of reaction: E‚S‚Gf
products was determined in parallel. The chemical step for
G is log-linear with pH with a slope of 1 (Figure 3A, open
symbols), consistent with previous observations (40).
The rate effect that stems specifically from protonation

of GN was analyzed from the pH dependence of the rate of
reaction of GN relative to G (Figure 3B, kc,rel). The reaction
of GN is more than 104-fold slower than G at the lowest pH
(4.4). As the reaction rate continues to decrease at low pH,
the chemical step for GNH3+ is at least 10

4-fold slower than
G (Scheme 1, kc,rel

GNH3+). The relative reactivity of GN increases
log-linearly with pH with a slope of 1 below pH 7.2 (Figure
3B); at higher pH, the relative reactivity of GN levels off at
a rate within 5-fold of the reaction of G, corresponding to
reaction of GNH2 (Scheme 1, kc,rel

GNH2 ) 0.2; see also 1). Fitting
the pH dependence of kc,rel to the model in Scheme 1 gives
an apparent pKa value of pKa,app

E‚S‚GN ) 7.5 ( 0.3 for deproto-
nation of the 2′-NH3

+ group in the E‚S‚GN complex at 10
mM Mg2+ (the pKa is apparent because protonation of the
2′-amino group is coupled to dissociation of a Mg2+ ion from
the ribozyme, as described below).
GNH3

+ Binds More Strongly to E‚S than G and GNH2.
Equilibrium constants for binding of GN and G (GX) to the
E‚S complex (Scheme 2, Kb

GX) were determined from pH

2 The binding constant, Kb
GN, or the dissociation constant, Kd

GN ()1/
Kb
GN), is used in plotting and describing the experimental results,
depending on whether the E‚S or E‚S‚GN complex is the focus of
discussion. Kb

GN monitors the association process: E‚S + GN f E‚S‚
GN, such that plots of Kb

GN versus metal ion concentration directly give
the metal ion dissociation constant from the E‚S complex. On the other
hand, Kd

GN monitors the dissociation process: E‚S‚GN f E‚S + GN,
such that plots of Kd

GN versus metal ion concentration directly give the
metal ion dissociation constant from the E‚S‚GN complex (44).

3 The affinity of G for the E‚S complex weakens below pH 5.6,
probably due to disruption of ribozyme structure at low pH. Above
pH 5.6, binding of G is strengthened by bound S, whereas this coupled
binding of G with S is lost at lower pH (1 and D. S. Knitt and D.H.,
unpublished results). However, the loss of coupling between G and S
at low pH is not expected to affect the pH dependence of GN binding,
because binding of GNH2 is not coupled to S binding [10 mM Mg2+
(1)]. Thus, the weakening of the affinity of G below pH 5.6 was not
corrected in analysis of the pH dependence of GN binding to obtain
the binding constant for GNH3+ (Scheme 3). Correction of this effectwould render the binding constant for GNH3+ that was obtained a lowerlimit for the binding of GNH3+ to the intact ribozyme active site. Thefollowing strongly suggest that the analysis without this correction is
appropriate: (i) the data fit well to eq 6, which is derived based on
this assumption; (ii) the solution pKa of GN (pKa

GN) obtained from this
fit is consistent with the previous determination (45); (iii) the pKa of
the E‚S‚GN complex (pKa,app

E‚S‚GN) obtained from this analysis is in good
agreement with the value determined in independent experiments (see
text).

Kb,obsd
GN )

Kb,Mn
GN #

[Mn2+]
[Mn2+] + KE‚S

Mn,app + Kb,app
GNH3+ #

KE‚S
Mn,app

[Mn2+] + KE‚S
Mn,app

(7)

Kd,obsd
GN )

Kd,M
GN #

[M2+]
[M2+] + KE‚S‚GN

M + Kd
GN #

KE‚S‚GN
M

[M2+] + KE‚S‚GN
M (8)
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4.4 to 8.5 under the conditions used in Figure 3; the binding
constants are shown in Figure 4.

Below pH 5, GN binds to the E‚S complex 25-fold more
strongly than G. Binding of GN weakens with increasing pH

FIGURE 2: Thermodynamic framework summarizing the effect of the Mg2+ or Mn2+ bound at metal site C (MgC
2+ and MnC

2+, respectively)
on the binding of GNH3+ (thick arrows in foreground) or GNH2 (thin arrows in background) to the (E‚S)c complex. Equilibrium constants for
binding of GNH3+ and for binding of MgC

2+ and MnC
2+ to the E‚S‚GNH3+ complex (numbers in yellow and pink, respectively, in the foreground)

were determined with the oligonucleotide substrate rSA5 (Chart 1) and are described under Results. Determination of the equilibrium
constants for deprotonation of the 2′-group in solution and in the E‚S‚GN complexes (numbers in green) is also described under Results.
The equilibrium constants for binding of GNH2 and binding of MgC

2+ and MnC
2+ to the E‚S and E‚S‚GNH2 complexes were determined and

described in the preceding paper (1). -, not determined.

10980 Biochemistry, Vol. 38, No. 34, 1999 Shan et al.



and levels off above pH 7.5 (closed symbols), whereas the
binding of G to E‚S does not change significantly from pH
5.6 to 8.5 (open symbols).3 These data suggest that GNH3+ binds more strongly than G or GNH2 to E‚S. A fit of the pH

dependence of the binding of GN to the model of Scheme 3
(Figure 4, solid line) gives binding constants of Kb,app

GNH3+ ) 67
mM-1 and Kb,Mg

GNH2 ) 3.6 mM-1, respectively.4 This fit also
gives a pKa value of 6.1 ( 0.2 for deprotonation of GNH3+ in
solution (Scheme 3, pKa

GN), the same as the solution pKa of
6.2 determined directly for the 2′-amino group within a
dinucleotide (45). This solution pKa and the 19-fold stronger
binding of GNH3+ than GNH2 predict that GNH3+ deprotonates

4 The binding constant of GNH3+ is apparent because GNH3+ binding is
coupled to dissociation of a Mg2+ ion from site C (see Figure 2); in
contrast, a Mg2+ ion is bound at site C in both the E‚S and E‚S‚GNH2
complexes at 10 mM Mg2+ (1), and this is denoted by the subscript
‘Mg’ in the binding constant for GNH2 (Scheme 3, Kb,Mg

GNH2). Similarly,
the pKa of the -NH3

+ group in E‚S‚GN observed under these conditions
is an apparent pKa value because protonation is coupled to Mg2+
dissociation (Scheme 1 and Scheme 3, pKa,app

E‚S‚GN).

FIGURE 3: E‚S‚GNH3+ is less reactive than E‚S‚GNH2 in the
chemical step. (A) pH dependence of the rate constant of the
reaction: E‚S‚GX f products (kc

GX) for GN (b, 9) and G (O, 0) at
10 mM Mg2+, determined as described under Materials and
Methods. Reactions were followed with rSA5 (b, O) and -1d,rSA5
(9, 0). To correct for the effect of the 2′-H substitution on the rate
of the chemical step and allow direct comparison with the reaction
rates of rSA5, the rate constants for -1d,rSA5 were multiplied by
700, a factor determined from side-by-side measurements with both
substrates at intermediate pH (see Materials and Methods). (B) pH
dependence of the reactivity of GN relative to G, kc,rel ) kc

GN/kc
G,

with rSA5 (b) and -1d,rSA5 (9). Values of kc
G and kc

GN are from
part A. The line is a fit of the data to eq 5, derived from Scheme
1 (see Materials and Methods), and gives pKa,app

E‚S‚GN ) 7.5 (10 mM
Mg2+).

FIGURE 4: pH dependence of the binding of G and GN to E‚S,
Kb
GX. Equilibrium binding constants for GN and G were determined
at 10 mM Mg2+ from the dependence of the observed rate of
reaction on GN or G concentration (9, 0) or from inhibition methods
(b) (see Materials and Methods). The solid line is a fit of the data
of GN to eq 6, derived from Scheme 2 (see Materials and Methods),
and gives pKa

GN ) 6.1 ( 0.2 for deprotonation of GNH3+ in solution,
and Kb,app

GNH3+ ) 67 and Kb,Mg
GNH2 ) 3.6 mM-1 for binding of GNH3+ and

GNH2 to E‚S, respectively. The dashed line highlights that binding
of G is constant above pH 5.6.3

Scheme 1

Scheme 2

E‚S + GX y\z
Kb
GX

E‚S‚GX

Kb
GX ) 1/Kd

GX )
[E‚S‚GX]
[E‚S][GX]

Scheme 3
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with an apparent pKa value of pKa,app
E‚S‚GN ) 7.4 in the E‚S‚GN

complex [Scheme 3; Ka,app
E‚S‚GN ) Ka

GN # (Kb,Mg
GNH2/Kb,app

GNH3+) )
10-6.1 # (3.6/67) ) 10-7.4, pKa,app

E‚S‚GN ) -log Ka,app
E‚S‚GN ) 7.4].

This is the same, within error, as the value of pKa,app
E‚S‚GN )

7.5 obtained independently (Figure 3).
Mg2+ and Mn2+ Weaken the Binding of GNH3

+. The
stronger binding of GNH3+ than G and GNH2 described above
was surprising, as previous studies showed that metal site
C, which is situated near the 2′-moiety of G in the E‚S‚G
and E‚S‚GNH2 complexes, is occupied by a Mg2+ ion at
concentrations above 2 mM [Figure 1, MC (1)]. We therefore
investigated the effect of metal ions on the binding of GNH3+
to E‚S. The results showed that addition of Mg2+ or Mn2+
weakens the binding of GNH3+ to E‚S and that this effect can
be attributed to MC, the metal ion that interacts with the 2′-
moiety of G in the normal reaction.
The effects of Mg2+ or Mn2+ at site C (MgC

2+ and MnC
2+,

respectively) on the binding of GNH3+ and GNH2 to E‚S are
summarized in the thermodynamic framework of Figure 2,
which serves as a guide for describing the determination of
individual equilibrium constants in this and the next section.
Figure 2 contains three thermodynamic cycles stacked upon
one another. The top and bottom planes are thermodynamic
cycles with metal site C occupied by a Mg2+ or Mn2+,
respectively, and the middle plane is a cycle with site C
unoccupied. Each cycle depicts the equilibrium for binding
of GNH3+ and GNH2 to E‚S (Kb

GNH3+ and Kb
GNH2, respectively)

and the equilibrium for deprotonation of the 2′-NH3
+ group

in solution and in the E‚S‚GN complex (pKa
GN and pKa

E‚S‚GN,
respectively). The subscript ‘Mg’ or ‘Mn’ in these equilib-
rium constants denotes the metal ion bound at site C, and
the subscript ‘o’ denotes that site C is unoccupied. The
vertical arrows that connect the top and middle planes are
the equilibrium dissociation constants of MgC

2+ (KMg), and
those that connect the middle and bottom planes, the
equilibrium dissociation constants of MnC

2+ (KMn). The
subscripts in these metal ion dissociation constants depict
the ribozyme‚substrate species that binds MgC

2+ or MnC
2+;

e.g., KE‚S
Mn is the dissociation constant of MnC

2+ from the E‚S
complex.
The equilibrium constants for binding of GNH3+ to E‚S and

the effects of MC on GNH3+ binding (Figure 2, thick arrows)
were determined by experiments described in this section.
Quantitating the equilibrium constants for deprotonation of
the 2′-NH3

+ group in solution and in the E‚S‚GN complexes
is crucial for investigation of the binding and reactivity of
GNH3+ and GNH2 in this and the preceding paper (1); the
determination of these equilibrium constants is described in
the next section. To complete the thermodynamic cycles and

to allow comparison with the GNH3+ results, the effects ofMC on the binding of GNH2 to E‚S are also shown (thin
arrows; 1).

5 The following strongly suggest that the binding of GN to E‚S (S )
rSA5) observed at pH 4.7 reflects the binding of GNH3+ over the entirerange of Mg2+ concentration investigated (2-100 mM). GNH2 binds
weaker to E‚S than GNH3+ in Mg

2+; the binding constant for GNH2 is !3
mM-1 from 2 to 100 mM Mg2+ (1 and data not shown), whereas the
binding constant for GN at pH 4.7 is g20 mM-1 over the entire Mg2+
concentration range investigated (Figure 5B). Thus, the small fraction
of GNH2 present at pH 4.7 (0.04, pKa

GN ) 6.1) makes a negligible
contribution to the binding of GN at this pH.

FIGURE 5: Mg2+ and Mn2+ weaken the binding of GNH3+ to the
(E‚S)c complex (S ) rSA5). (A) Binding of GNH3+ to E‚S at 2 mM
(b) and 100 mMMg2+ (9), determined by inhibition of the reaction
of G with GNH3+ at pH 4.7 (see Materials and Methods). (B) Effect
of [Mg2+] on the equilibrium binding constant of GNH3+ (b) and G
(O) at pH 4.7 [from part A and analogous experiments].2 The solid
line is a fit of the data of GNH3+ to the model in Scheme 4, and
gives a binding constant for GNH3+ of 16 mM

-1 with saturating
Mg2+. The dashed curve is a fit of the data to a model in which
two Mg2+ ions decrease the binding of GNH3+. The dashed straight
line shows that binding of G is not affected by changes in Mg2+
concentration. The insert shows the Mg2+ concentration dependence
of the dissociation constant of GN from E‚S‚GN, Kd

GN. The solid
line is a fit of the data to eq 8, derived from Scheme 4, and gives
an apparent Mg2+ dissociation constant of KE‚S‚GN

Mg ) 26 ( 4 mM
(see Materials and Methods). The dashed line is a fit of the data to
a model involving two Mg2+ ions. (C) Effect of [Mn2+] on the
binding of GN to E‚S at pH 5.0 with 10 mM Mg2+, determined by
experiments analogous to part A. The solid line is a fit of the data
to eq 7, derived from Scheme 5, and gives an apparent Mn2+
dissociation constant of KE‚S

Mn,app ) 0.19 ( 0.03 mM and a binding
constant for GN of Kb,Mn

GN ) 7.6 mM-1 (see Materials and
Methods). The insert shows the Mn2+ concentration dependence
of the dissociation constant of GN from E‚S‚GN, Kd

GN. The solid
line is a fit of the data to eq 8, derived from Scheme 5, and gives
an apparent Mn2+ dissociation constant of KE‚S‚GN

Mn ) 3.6 ( 0.6
mM (see Materials and Methods).
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(A) Mg2+ Weakens the Binding of GNH3
+ More than 60-

Fold. Figure 5A shows that GNH3+ binds strongly to E‚S atlow Mg2+ concentrations, with a binding constant of 1000
mM-1 at 2 mM Mg2+; in contrast, binding of GNH3+ is 50-fold weaker at 100 mM Mg2+.5 The binding of GNH3+weakens with increasing [Mg2+] and levels off above 40 mM
Mg2+, whereas the binding of G is the same, within error,
as the Mg2+ concentration is increased from 3 to 100 mM
(Figure 5B).
The Mg2+ concentration dependence of the binding of

GNH3+ above 4 mM Mg2+ is consistent with the effect
expected for a single Mg2+ (Figure 5B, solid line). As the
Mg2+ concentration decreases from 4 to 2 mM, the affinity
of GNH3+ increases 4-fold, twice the effect predicted for an
effect from a single Mg2+. This small deviation could be
caused by an effect of Mg2+ on ribozyme structure or by
electrostatic repulsion from binding of additional Mg2+.
Inclusion of a second Mg2+ slightly improves the fit of the
data below 4 mM Mg2+ (Figure 5B, dashed line), but does
not significantly change the Mg2+ and GNH3+ binding con-stants obtained. We therefore use the simpler model in which
a single Mg2+ ion weakens the binding of GNH3+ (Scheme4).6
Analysis of the data of Figure 5B according to the model

of Scheme 4 allowed estimation of limits for the individual
equilibrium constants. The binding of GNH3+ continues toincrease at the lowest Mg2+ concentrations; thus, the value
of 1000 mM-1 observed at 2 mM Mg2+ represents a lower
limit for the binding of GNH3+ with the metal site unoccupied
(Scheme 4, Kb,o

GNH3+). The continued increase of GNH3+ bindingat low [Mg2+] also suggests that the Mg2+ responsible for
this effect binds to E‚S tightly, with a dissociation constant
of KE‚S

Mg e 2 mM (Scheme 4). The effect of Mg2+ on GNH3+binding appears to saturate at high Mg2+ concentration. This
could arise from saturation of a specific Mg2+ site that
weakens the binding of GNH3+ or from a distinct Mg2+ ion
(or ions) that antagonizes the effect of the Mg2+ that weakens
GNH3+ binding. Thus, the binding constant for GNH3+ ex-trapolated to saturating Mg2+, 16 mM-1 (Figure 5B),
represents an upper limit for the affinity of GNH3+ with
saturating Mg2+, Kb,Mg

GNH3+ (Scheme 4). For the same reason,
although the Mg2+ concentration dependence of Kd

GNH3+

gives an apparent Mg2+ dissociation constant of 26 mM for
the ternary complex (Figure 5B insert),2 this value is a lower
limit for the dissociation constant of the Mg2+ ion that
weakens GNH3+ binding (Scheme 4, KE‚S‚GNH3+

Mg ).

The ability of Mg2+ to weaken the binding of GNH3+ andthe affinity of this Mg2+ ion for the E‚S complex (Scheme
4, KE‚S

Mg e 2 mM) are consistent with an effect from MgC
2+,

which is situated near the 2′-moiety of G in the E‚S‚GNH3+complex (Figure 1B; 1). To test whether MC is indeed
responsible for the weakened binding of GNH3+, we investi-gated the effect of added Mn2+.
(B) MnC

2+ Decreases the Binding of GNH3
+ More than 100-

Fold. If MC is responsible for the weakened binding of
GNH3+, then Mn

2+ should also weaken the binding of GNH3+,as Mn2+ binds strongly to site C (1). Further, the Mn2+ ion
that weakens the binding of GNH3+ should have the affinity
characteristic of MnC

2+ (1).
Figure 5C shows that addition of Mn2+ does indeed

weaken the binding of GNH3+, whereas addition of Mn
2+ has

no effect on binding of G at corresponding pH values (data
not shown). The Mn2+ concentration dependence suggests
that a single Mn2+ ion binds to the E‚S complex and weakens
the binding of GNH3+ (Scheme 5). The fit of the data inFigure 5C to the model of Scheme 5 gives an apparent
dissociation constant of KE‚S

Mn,app ) 0.19 ( 0.03 mM for
binding of the Mn2+ ion to E‚S.7 This is the same, within
error, as the affinity of MnC

2+ determined previously (
KE‚S
Mn,app ) 0.21 mM; 10 mM Mg2+; 1). The agreement
between the Mn2+ affinities strongly suggests that the metal
ion at site C is responsible for weakening the binding of
GNH3+.
The data in Figure 5C also allow estimation of the affinity

of GNH3+ for E‚S with Mn
2+ bound at site C (Scheme 5,

Kb,Mn
GNH3+) and the affinity of MnC

2+ for the E‚S‚GNH3+ complex
(Scheme 5, KE‚S‚GNH3+

Mn ). With saturating Mn2+, the binding
constant of GN is 7.6 mM-1 (Figure 5C). This value is an
upper limit for Kb,Mn

GNH3+, the binding constant of GNH3+ withMn2+ bound at site C. This is because GNH2 binds strongly
to E‚S with MnC

2+ bound (Figure 2, Kb,Mn
GNH2 ) 83 mM-1; 1);

thus, the fraction of GNH2 present at pH 5.0 (0.08, pKa
GN )

6.1) may be responsible for a substantial amount of the
observed binding of GN under these conditions. For the same
reason, although the Mn2+ concentration dependence of
Kd
GN at pH 5.0 (Figure 5C, insert) gives an observed MnC

2+

dissociation constant of 3.6 mM, this value is only a lower
limit for KE‚S‚GNH3+

Mn , the dissociation constant of MnC
2+ from

the E‚S‚GNH3+ complex (Scheme 5).
8

6 Scheme 4 is a portion of the thermodynamic framework of Figure
2, presented to simplify the description of the determination of
individual equilibrium constants in the text.

7 KE‚S
Mn,app is an apparent Mn2+ dissociation constant because this

Mn2+ ion, MnC
2+, competes with a Mg2+ bound at site C in the E‚S

complex (1).

Scheme 4 Scheme 5
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Placing the results of this section in the context of Figure
2 (thick arrows in foreground), GNH3+ binds strongly to theE‚S complex when metal site C is unoccupied, with a binding
constant of Kb,o

GNH3+ g 1000 mM-1. Mg2+ binds tightly to site
C in E‚S, with KE‚S

Mg e 2 mM (see also ref 1). Binding of
MgC

2+ weakens the affinity of GNH3+, with Kb,Mg
GNH3+ e 16

mM-1. A Mn2+ ion also binds strongly to site C, with a
dissociation constant of KE‚S

Mn e 40 µM for the E‚S complex
(1). Binding of GNH3+ is weakened more than 100-fold upon
binding of MnC

2+, with Kb,Mn
GNH3+ e 7.6 mM-1. Conversely, the

affinities of Mg2+ and Mn2+ for site C are weakened upon
binding of GNH3+, with KE‚S‚GNH3+

Mg g 26 mM-1 and KE‚S‚GNH3+
Mn g

3.6 mM.
Effect of MC on Deprotonation of GNH3

+. To ensure that
the binding and reactivity of GNH3+ or GNH2 were followed inthis and the preceding paper (1), it was crucial to determine
the equilibrium for deprotonation of the 2′-NH3

+ group of
GNH3+ and how MC and the ribozyme active site perturb this
equilibrium. The equilibrium constants for deprotonation of
GNH3+ in solution and in the E‚S‚GN complexes were
therefore determined with varying concentrations of metal
ion.
(A) Deprotonation of GNH3

+ in Solution. The equilibrium
constant for deprotonation of the 2′-amino group in solution
has been determined above from the pH dependence of the
binding of GN, which gives pKa

GN ) 6.1 (Figure 4). This
value is similar to the pKa of 6.2 for the 2′-amino group
within a UpT dinucleotide determined by NMR spectroscopy
(45). The solution pKa of GNH3+ is, of course, the sameregardless of whether there is a metal ion bound at site C or
whether this metal site is occupied by Mg2+ or Mn2+ (Figure
2, pKa,o

GN ) pKa,Mg
GN ) pKa,Mn

GN ) 6.1).
(B) Deprotonation of E‚S‚GNH3

+ with Metal Site C Unoc-
cupied, pKa,o

E‚S‚GN. As described above, the equilibrium con-

stant for deprotonation of the -NH3
+ group in the E‚S‚GN

complex can be determined from the pH dependence of the
rate of the chemical step of GN relative to G, kc,rel (Figure 3
above). The value of pKa,o

E‚S‚GN was estimated from the pH
dependence of kc,rel at the lowest Mg2+ concentration that
ensures folding of the ribozyme [Figure 6, closed circles; 2
mMMg2+ used herein (46, 47)]. A fit of this pH dependence
to the model of Scheme 1 gives an apparent pKa value of
8.6 for the -NH3

+ group at 2 mM Mg2+. This value is a
lower limit for pKa,o

E‚S‚GN, the pKa of the -NH3
+ group in E‚

S‚GN with site C unoccupied, because Mg2+ is bound at site
C in the E‚S‚GNH2 complex under these conditions (Figure
2, KE‚S‚GNH2

Mg e 2 mM; 1).

(C)Deprotonation ofE‚S‚GNH3
+withMgC

2+Bound, pKa,Mg
E‚S‚GN.

Analogously, the value of pKa,Mg
E‚S‚GN was estimated from the

pH dependence of kc,rel at 100 mM Mg2+ (Figure 6, open
curves). The data were again analyzed according to the model
of Scheme 1, giving an observed pKa of 7.1 at 100 mMMg2+.
This value is an upper limit for pKa,Mg

E‚S‚GN, the pKa of the
-NH3

+ group in E‚S‚GN with Mg2+ bound at metal site C,
because site C may not be saturated by Mg2+ in the
E‚S‚GNH3+ complex under these conditions (Figure 2,
KE‚S‚GNH3+
Mg g 26 mM).

(D) Deprotonation of E‚S‚GNH3
+ with MnC

2+ Bound,
pKa,Mn

E‚S‚GN. This pKa value was estimated from the pH depen-
dence of kc,rel in the presence of 5 mMMn2+ (Figure 6, closed
diamonds; 10 mM Mg2+ background). Analysis of the data
according to the model of Scheme 1 gives an apparent pKa
value of 4.9. This value represents an upper limit for
pKa,Mn

E‚S‚GN, the pKa of the -NH3
+ group in E‚S‚GN with Mn2+

bound at metal site C, as site C may not be saturated by
Mn2+ in the E‚S‚GNH3+ complex under these metal ion
concentrations (Figure 2; KE‚S‚GNH3+

Mn g 3.6 mM).
The Oligonucleotide Substrate Accentuates the Competi-

tion between MC and GNH3
+. In this section, we explore the

effects of bound oligonucleotide substrate on the competition
between MC and GNH3+ and identify the properties of Sresponsible for this effect. The oligonucleotide substrate binds
the ribozyme in two steps (Figure 7; 48-52). First, the open
complex is formed [(E‚S)o], in which S is held solely by
base-pairing interactions with the internal guide sequence
(IGS) of the ribozyme to form the P1 duplex. Second, the
closed complex is formed [(E‚S)c], in which the P1 duplex
docks into the ribozyme core via tertiary interactions.

8 KE‚S‚GNH3+
Mn is the Mn2+ dissociation constant from unoccupied metal

site C, because Mg2+ is not bound at site C in the E‚S‚GNH3+ complex
at 10 mM Mg2+ (Figure 2, KE‚S‚GNH3+

Mg g 26 mM).

FIGURE 6: Determinations of the pKa of the -NH3
+ group in the

E‚S‚GN complex at 2 mM Mg2+ (b), 100 mM Mg2+ (0), and 5
mM Mn2+/10 mM Mg2+ ([) from the pH dependence of the
reactivity of GN relative to G in the reaction E‚S‚GX f products:
kc,rel ) kc

GN/kc
G. Values of kc

GX were determined with saturating E
(50-200 nM) and GX (2 mM) as described under Materials and
Methods. The solid lines are the fit of the data to eq 5, derived
from Scheme 1, and give observed pKa values of E‚S‚GN of 8.6,
7.1, and 4.9 at 2 mM Mg2+, 100 mM Mg2+, and 5 mM Mn2+/10
mM Mg2+, respectively (see Materials and Methods).

FIGURE 7: Two-step model for binding of oligonucleotide substrate.
S (dark) first forms the open complex [(E‚S)o] by base pairing with
the internal guide sequence (IGS) GGAGGG; white) of E to form
the P1 duplex. The P1 duplex then docks into the catalytic core
via ternary interactions to form the closed complex [(E‚S)c; 20,
23, 48, 50, and references cited therein].
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(A) Effect of Mg2+ and Mn2+ on Binding of GNH3
+ to the

(E‚S)o Complex. The results described in the previous
sections were obtained with rSA5 or -1d,rSA5, oligonucle-
otide substrate that binds E in the closed complex, (E‚S)c.
To test whether docking of S influences the effect of MC on
GNH3+ binding, the effect of metal ions on the binding ofGNH3+ to the (E‚S)o complex was determined (Figure 8).

9

The (E‚S)o complex was formed by using the oligonucleotide
substrate -3m,rSA5 (Chart 1). The 2′-OH at the -3 position
is involved in tertiary stabilization of the closed complex;
substitution of this 2′-OH with an -OCH3 group disrupts
docking of S, yielding a stable open complex (23, 52, 53,
and references therein).
In contrast to the more than 60-fold weakened binding of

GNH3+ to the (E‚S)c complex upon binding of Mn
2+ to site C

(Figure 2, Kb,Mg
GNH3+ vs Kb,o

GNH3+), the binding of GNH3+ to the (E‚S)o complex weakens less than 3-fold when [Mg2+] is
increased from 2 to 100 mM (Figure 8A, circles). Similarly,

addition of up to 20 mM Mn2+ has only a 2-fold effect on
the binding of GNH3+ to (E‚S)o (Figure 8B, circles; 10 mM
Mg2+), in contrast to the more than 100-fold weakening of
the binding of GNH3+ to (E‚S)c upon binding of MnC

2+ (Figure
2, Kb,Mn

GNH3+ vs Kb,o
GNH3+). Further, the binding of GNH3+ weakens

only above 2 mM Mn2+, 10-fold above the dissociation
constant for MnC

2+ (1). Thus, the effect of MnC
2+ on the

binding of GNH3+ may be even smaller than observed in
Figure 8B.
The stronger binding of GNH3+ to the ribozyme‚substrate

complex formed with -3m,rSA5 (E‚mS) than with rSA5 (E‚
rS) at high concentrations of Mg2+ and Mn2+ suggests that
docking of S is destabilized by bound GNH3+. This may
result in formation of the E‚rS‚GNH3+ open complex, so that
the observed effects of Mg2+ and Mn2+ on GNH3+ binding to
the E‚rS complex described in the previous sections represent
lower limits for the effect in the (E‚S)c complex. As noted
above, the observed effects are also lower limits because of
potential contributions from other metal ions and because
Mn2+ induces deprotonation of bound GN.
(B) Effect of Mg2+ and Mn2+ on the Binding of GNH3

+ to
the E‚P Complex. The larger effects of Mg2+ and Mn2+ on
the binding of GNH3+ to the (E‚S)c than the (E‚S)o complex
could arise from docking of the P1 duplex at the ribozyme
core or from more localized interactions with the reactive
portion of S. To differentiate between these possibilities, we
measured the effect of metal ions on the binding of GNH3+ to
the ribozyme‚oligonucleotide product (E‚P) complex. In E‚
P, the P1 duplex is stably docked at the active site (22, 23),
but the reactive phosphoryl group and the 3′-terminal A
residues are removed and replaced by a hydroxyl group
(Chart 1). The closed complex formed with rP, (E‚P)c, is
40-fold more stable than that formed with rSA5; thus, the
(E‚P)c complex is favored by !102-fold relative to the (E‚
P)o complex (10 mM Mg2+; 22 and unpublished results).
This suggests that the modest effects of Mg2+ and Mn2+ on
GNH3+ binding to the E‚P complex would not be sufficient to
disrupt docking of rP; thus, the observed effects represent
effects within the (E‚P‚GNH3+)c complex (Figure 8, e10-fold
effects).
The affinity of GNH3+ for (E‚P)c weakens !10-fold when

[Mg2+] is increased from 2 to 100 mM (Figure 8A, squares),
6-fold less than the effect of Mg2+ on the binding of GNH3+
to (E‚S)c (Figure 2, Kb,Mg

GNH3+ vs Kb,o
GNH3+). The effect of Mg2+ on

the binding of GNH3+ to (E‚P)c could arise from the Mg2+
bound at site C or from other Mg2+ ion(s) within the
E‚P‚GNH3+ complex. Surprisingly, addition of Mn

2+, which
binds 50-fold stronger than Mg2+ to metal site C in the (E‚
P)c complex, does not weaken the binding of GNH3+ to (E‚P)c
even at concentrations as high as 20 mM [Figure 8B, squares;
10 mM Mg2+; KE‚P

Mn,app ) 0.19 mM (1)]. In contrast, MnC
2+

weakens binding of GNH3+ to the (E‚S)c complex more than
100-fold (Figure 2, Kb,Mn

GNH3+ vs Kb,o
GNH3+). The substantially

smaller effect of Mn2+ on the binding of GNH3+ to (E‚P)c
than to (E‚S)c suggests that the negatively charged reactive
phosphoryl group of S increases the antagonistic effects
between GNH3+ and Mn2+ bound at site C, instead of
ameloriating their apparent repulsion.

9 The binding of GN to (E‚S)o at low pH is stronger than at high pH
over the entire range of Mg2+ and Mn2+ concentrations investigated [
Kb
GN g 60 mM-1 at pH 4.7-5.0 (Figure 8); Kb

GN e 9.1 mM-1 above pH
7.9 (1 and unpublished results)]; this suggests that GNH3+ binds more
strongly to the (E‚S)o complex than GNH2. The binding of GN to (E‚S)o
observed below pH 5.0 can therefore be attributed to GNH3+, withnegligible contribution from the small fraction of GNH2 that is present
(e0.04; pKa

GN ) 6.1). Similarly, the binding of GN to E‚P observed at
low pH (5.0) can be attributed to GNH3+ because GNH3+ binds more
strongly to E‚P than GNH2 over the range of Mg2+ and Mn2+
concentrations investigated [Kb

GN g 16 mM-1 at pH 5.0 (Figure 8);
Kb
GN " 3.4 mM-1 above pH 7.9 (1 and unpublished results)].

FIGURE 8: Effect of Mg2+ (A) and Mn2+ (B) on the equilibrium
binding constant of GNH3+ to the (E‚S)o complex (O) and the (E‚P)c
complex (0), determined at pH 5.0 as described under Materials
and Methods.9 The Mn2+ concentration dependences in part B were
determined in the presence of 10 mM Mg2+. The lines are fits of
the data to a model in which a single metal ion alters the binding
of GNH3+, analogous to Schemes 4 and 5.
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DISCUSSION

The abillity of a protonated amine to probe the local
electrostatic environment within a structured RNA was
explored in this work using GNH3+, an analogue of theguanosine nucleophile in the Tetrahymena ribozyme reaction.
Catalysis provides a sensitive readout for the electrostatic
interactions within the active site, and the well-characterized
Tetrahymena ribozyme has further allowed quantitation of
these effects in individual complexes, thereby revealing
factors that influence the electrostatic interactions of GNH3+.The results of this investigation provide information about
the electrostatic environment within the Tetrahymena ri-
bozyme active site and allow further characterization of the
metal ion, MC, that interacts with the 2′-moiety of guanosine.
These experiments also provide critical controls necessary
for establishing conditions for study of GNH2 in the preceding
paper (1).
The results herein show that GNH3+ binds to the (E‚S)ccomplex more than 200-fold stronger than G or GNH2, with

Kd
GNH3+ e 1 µM at low concentrations of metal ion. This
remarkably tight binding suggests that the positively charged
2′-NH3

+ group of GNH3+ interacts with one or more nega-tively charged phosphoryl groups near the 2′-moiety of G.
In the (E‚P)c complex, in which the reactive phosphoryl
group is removed, the binding of GNH3+ remains more than50-fold stronger than G and GNH2, with a dissociation constant
of e6 µM at low metal ion concentrations. The strong

binding of GNH3+ to E‚P suggests that GNH3+ interacts with atleast one active site phosphoryl group distinct from the
reactive phosphoryl group of S. This interaction is depicted
by the closed dots between GNH3+ and a nearby phosphorylgroup in the model of Scheme 6 (E‚S‚GNH3+).
Binding of GNH3+ is weakened more than 10

2-fold upon
addition of Mg2+ and Mn2+, strongly suggesting that the
metal ions bound at site C and GNH3+ compete with one
another for binding. In contrast, Mn2+ at site C increases
the affinity of GNH2 (1). These observations, summarized in
Figure 2, are accounted for by the model of Scheme 6. As
shown in the preceding paper, MnC

2+ interacts with the 2′-
NH2 group of GNH2 in the active complex (Mn•E‚S‚GNH2).
Protonation of the 2′-amino group to give GNH3+ preventsthis favorable interaction; further, this creates electrostatic
repulsion between the positively charged -NH3

+ group and
MnC

2+, depicted by ‘T’ in the Mn•E‚S‚GNH3+ complex. Thus,
this species does not accumulate: either the proton is lost
to give Mn‚E‚S‚GNH2 or the metal is displaced to give
E‚S‚GNH3+, depending on the pH and Mn

2+ concentration. In
addition, GNH3+ may compete for one or more phosphorylgroups that normally provide ligands for metal ion C in the
active complex. Such phosphoryl ligands could also con-
tribute to the strong binding of Mn2+ to site C (1).
Phylogenetic and low-resolution X-ray models suggest the

presence of several phosphoryl groups in the active site
region, those of residues A306, A261, A207, and C208 (54,

Scheme 6
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55). In addition, thio substitution at these phosphoryl groups
is deleterious to intron function and can be rescued by
addition of Mn2+ (5, 56, 57), consistent with ligation of active
site metal ions by these phosphoryl groups.
The E‚S‚GNH3+ complex is at least 10

4-fold less reactive
than the corresponding complex with G or GNH2, and this
species is therefore labeled ‘Inactive’ in Scheme 6. The low
reactivity of GNH3+ provides additional support for a crucialrole of MC in catalysis by the Tetrahymena ribozyme (1,
35). MC could coordinate to the 3′-OH of G, along with metal
ion B, to help deprotonate and activate the 3′-OH for
nucleophilic attack (Figure 1; 1, 35). Alternatively or in
addition, loss of MC and interaction of the -NH3

+ group with
active site phosphoryl groups could misalign the 3′-OH of
GNH3+, thereby preventing efficient reaction (Scheme 6; 1).Previous results have indicated that there is coupled
binding between the guanosine nucleophile and the oligo-
nucleotide substrate, and that this coupling involves the
reactive phosphoryl group, the 2′-moiety of G, and MC (1,
38, 49). These observations suggested the presence of a
network of interactions within the active site. The results
with GNH3+ provide additional evidence for such a network,as described below.
Binding of GNH3+ to the (E‚S)c complex is weakened more

than 102-fold by MgC
2+ and MnC

2+ (Figure 2, Kb,o
GNH3+ vs Kb,Mg

GNH3+

and Kb,Mn
GNH3+); this corresponds to unfavorable interaction free

energies of at least 2.5 and 3.2 kcal/mol of GNH3+ with MgC
2+

and MnC
2+, respectively. In contrast, MC weakens the bind-

ing of GNH3+ to a much smaller extent, less than 5-fold, withthe (E‚P)c complex which lacks the reactive phosphoryl
group. Thus, the presence of the reactive phosphoryl group
substantially accentuates the electrostatic repulsion between
GNH3+ and MC. This suggests that interactions involving the
reactive phosphoryl group are responsible for positioning
within the active site, as previously suggested (1). Strong
electrostatic repulsion is expected when groups are positioned
close to one another and when there is a substantial energetic
penalty for rearrangement to avoid such repulsion (26-29).
Thus, the results with GNH3+ as an electrostatic probe
suggest that there is substantial active site rigidity within
the Tetrahymena ribozyme. This rigidity may reflect the
ability of this RNA enzyme to use a network of interactions
to position substrates with respect to one another and with
respect to catalytic groups (22).
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